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We present a theoretical study of the electronic and mechanical properties of graphyne-based
nanotubes~GNTs!. These semiconducting nanotubes result from the elongation of one-third of the
covalent interconnections of graphite-based nanotubes by the introduction ofynegroups. The effect
of charge injection on the dimensions of GNTs was investigated using tight-binding calculations.
Low amounts of electron injection are predicted to cause qualitatively different responses for
armchair and zigzag graphyne nanotubes. Although the behavior is qualitatively similar to the usual
carbon nanotubes, the charge-induced strains are predicted to be smaller for the GNTs than for
ordinary single walled carbon nanotubes. ©2004 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1772756#
I. INTRODUCTION
Carbon nanotubes~CNTs! have generated an enormous
amount of research activity since their discovery and tremen-
dous technical advances have been achieved.1 Most of this
work has been focused on the presently available nanotubes
for which all carbons in the defect-free state aresp2 hybrid-
ized. However, other forms of carbon may eventually be
obtained as nanotubes, like the graphynes proposed by
Baughmanet al.2 in 1987, which have recently become the
focus of new investigations.3–6 These graphynes are carbon
phases consisting of planar molecular sheets containing only
sp andsp2 carbon atoms.
A single walled CNT can be considered heuristically as
formed by rolling up a graphene sheet to make a seamless
cylinder.7 In the same way we can imagine tubes formed by
rolling up graphyne sheets to generate quite different seam-
less cylinders. Figure 1 shows an example of a graphyne
nanotube constructed by rolling up a specific graphyne sheet
to make a zigzag type structure. Recently, Coluciet al.6,8,9
have investigated this possibility by analyzing different gra-
phyne families and studying their electronic properties. In
order to extend that analysis, we now investigate the electro-
mechanical properties of a specific graphyne family member.
This member, namedg graphyne in the previous work,6 will
be herein more simply called graphyne and the nanotubes
formed from it will be called graphyne nanotubes~GNTs!.
The choice of this specific member to expand the prop-
erty investigation reflects its higher stability in comparison
with other family members and the greater likelihood of
early synthesis. For instance, the heat of formation of another
graphyne family member~a graphyne! is so high~about 1
eV/C above graphite! that it would be extremely difficult to
synthesize.2 In fact, it might even decompose explosively to
a lower energy form of carbon. On the other hand,g gra-
phyne and related GNTs are more attractive synthetic targets
since they have both lower energy and much higher expected
stability. g graphyne is predicted to be about 0.5 eV/C lower
in energy thana graphyne.2 High stability for these struc-
tures are expected since their interconversion~graphene to
graphyne and/or CNT to GNT! would require the rupture of
at least one carbon bond for every six carbons. In fact, mo-
lecular structures containing graphyne motifs exist and are
very stable. Pioneering synthesis efforts in different labora-
tories have already produced large fragments of a graphyne
sheet~see Ref. 6 and references therein! a d even fragments
of graphyne nanotubes.10 Kawaseet al.10 have recently re-
ported the synthesis of cyclic paraphenyleneacetylenes,
which would serve as the unit cells for graphyne nanotubes.
Hence, there are reasons to believe that the synthesis of large
sheets of graphyne and graphyne nanotubes may be soon
achieved.
Our main goal here is to investigate how the GNT struc-
ture is modified when extra charges are injected, which de-
termines the electromechanical actuation characteristics of
graphyne nanotubes. The charge injection effect is studied
using a simplified model. We considered only terms involv-
ing bond-stretching in the elastic energy. Electron-phonon
interactions are incorporated in this elastic energy through
the linear modulation of the hopping integrals with bond
a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Fax: 55-19-3788-
5376. Electronic mail: coluci@ifi.unicamp.br
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lengths. We have not taken into account Coulombs effect,
which restricts the analysis to low charge injection levels
~charge per atom<1%). Moreover, a parabolic approxima-
tion for the band states description has been assumed, since it
reasonably agrees with tight binding results for the amount
of charge injection considered in this work.
This paper is divided in the following way: Section II
briefly describes geometrical aspects of the graphyne nano-
tubes that are needed for subsequent analysis throughout the
paper. The electronic properties of the graphyne sheet and
tubes are discussed in Sec. III and the role of charge injection
on the structural properties of GNTs is then presented in Sec.
IV. Conclusions and final remarks of this work are summa-
rized in Sec. V.
II. GEOMETRICAL ASPECTS OF GRAPHYNE
NANOTUBES
A graphyne sheet has the same space group (p6m) as
graphene~graphite sheet!.2 The unit cell of the graphyne
sheet can be defined by two vectorsaW 15ax̂ and aW 25a/2
(2 x̂1) ŷ) @a56.86 Å ~Refs. 2 and 3!#. For the unit cell
internal coordinates~carbon atoms bond lengths and angles!
we have used the geometry obtained by Naritaet l.3 A GNT
can be generated by those vectors through the chiral vector
CW h5naW 12maW 2 @ uCW hu5ach ,ch[(n21m21nm)1/2#, where






where 0<u<p/6. Figure 2 illustrates the graphyne sheet
structure and examples of chiral vectors. Similarly to CNTs
the nomenclature (n,m) can also be applied here. Armchair
GNTs (u50) are represented by (n,0) and zigzag ones (u
5p/6) by (n,n).11
III. ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE
A. Methodology for the electronic structure
calculation
In order to determine the band structures of the graphyne
sheet and GNTs we have considered a tight-binding~TB!
approach. TB calculations were carried out based on the
methodology of Saitoet al.12 and Wallace.13 Following the
Wallace13 methodology for TB calculations, each carbon
atom is described by one 2pz orbital with first-neighbors
interactions. As we are mainly interested in mechanical re-
sponses in the regime of low charge injection levels, the use
of one orbital per site is sufficient. The molecular orbital
energy and hopping integral values were calculated in the
Extended Hu¨ckel Theory framework,14 using the parametri-
zation proposed by Clementi and Raimondi.15 The overlap
integrals were calculated using the Mullikenet al.16 ap-
proach.Ab initio density functional~DFT! calculations of the
graphyne sheet band structure and semiempirical analysis of
the frontier orbitals of graphyne motifs have been performed
and validated the TB approximation used here.
Although the TB approach is quite simple, comparison
of predictions of the TB and DFT methods have shown that
the main electronic features of graphyne-related structures
~sheets and tubes! are reliably predicted using this method.
Furthermore, TB calculations provide a good way to obtain
the general qualitative description of the system. Also, the
TB approach has the major advantage that the geometrical
transformation of a flat sheet into cylinders~nanotubes! can
be easily simulated using the ‘slicing’ process. This process
determines the band structure of a nanotube through applica-
tion of constraints predicted for the analogous planar sheet
structure.1 This approach is not feasible using DFT methods.
Thus, the GNT band structure was derived from the calcu-
lated band structure of the corresponding planar sheet using
the TB approach.
B. Graphyne sheet band structure
First, we determined the graphyne sheet band structure
from which we then derived the GNTs band structures. Fig-
ure 3 presents the two-dimensional view of the lowest energy
FIG. 1. View of the~5,5! zigzag graphyne nanotube. The diameter for this
tube is 18.9 Å.
FIG. 2. Illustration of a graphyne sheet and the relationship to graphyne
nanotubes. The graphyne sheet unit cell~dashed hexagon! and some chiral
vectors are also shown.
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conduction band of the graphyne sheet obtained using the TB
method described above. It shows the most important band
for the band gap determination in the tubes. The complete
band structure obtained from TB calculations is shown in
Fig. 4. The band gap for this case is predicted to be
>1.3 eV, which is very close to the value of 1.2 eV esti-
mated by Baughmanet al.using the valence effective Hamil-
tonian method and the extended Hu¨ckel theory.2
The special fact that the direct band gap occurs in sym-
metry points of the graphyne sheet Brillouin zone (M points!
will lead to a peculiar feature of GNTs, which will be dis-
cussed below.
C. Selection rules for graphyne tubes
The band structure of GNTs is obtained directly from the
graphyne sheet band structure using specific reciprocal
points. These points are determined by selection rules asso-
ciated with the periodic boundary conditions imposed when
the tubes are generated. This procedure does not take into
account, for example, curvature effects of thep orbitals.
However, for GNTs where usually the typical diameter is
larger than CNTs, we believe that the curvature effect will
not play an important role. The selection rules for the recip-
rocal points are obtained by calculating the vectorskW1 and
kW2 , which relate to the GNT band structures through
1
EGNT5E2D~kkW2 /ukW2u1 lkW1!. ~2!








2 S mx̂1 2n1m
)
ŷD . ~4!
Therefore, the values of reciprocal vectorsKW k,l5kxx̂
















where 2p/T<k<p/T and l 50,...N21 with T5uTW u
5)ach /dR , and N52ch
2/dR $dR5gcd@2(2m1n),2n








which is the relation derived from the periodic boundary
condition necessary for tube generation
kW•CW h52p. ~8!
Equations~5! and~6! represent straight lines in the graphyne
sheet band structure and the cross sections obtained from
them provide the nanotube band structure.
D. Diameter independent band gap
As previously mentioned, the graphyne band gap occurs
on the specialM point. This leads to an important and, so far,
unpredicted property for nanotubes in general~c rbon nano-
tubes and tubes containing heteroatoms!. The independent
points related to theM point areM1 kW5(0,2p/)a), M3
kW5(p/a,p/)a,), andM5 kW5(2p/a,p/)a). Using the
straight lines given by Eqs.~5! and ~6! and the independent
M points we can identify the lines that cross these points.
This will give us relations between, m, and l that specify
the tubes with the same band gap of the graphyne sheet.
Substitution ofM1, M3, andM5 coordinates in Eq.~7! leads
to
m52l ~M1!, ~9!
n52l , ~M3!, ~10!
n1m52l ~M5!. ~11!
For a given (n,m) GNT we always have
2l max52~N21!.n1m. ~12!
FIG. 3. The lowest energy conduction band of the graphyne sheet. Lighter
~darker! areas represent higher~lower! energy values. The three independent
points M1 @kW5(0,2p/)a)#, M3 @kW5p/a(1,A3/3)#, and M5 @kW5p/a
(21,A3/3)# in the Brillouin zone are indicated.
FIG. 4. p bands of a graphyne sheet obtained from the TB calculations.
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Thus, for givenn and m values, we need to prove that we
can always find anl for which either~9!, or ~10!, or ~11! is
satisfied. For armchair tubes (m50) ~9! is satisfied sincel
can always assume the zero value.
For zigzag tubes (n,n) we have, from Eq. ~11!,
thatn5 l and, by the condition~12!, we can also always find
one appropriatel value.
For chiral tubes we can also verify that for the following
combinations of odd integersp and q: (2p,q), (p,2q),
(2p,2q), and (p,q), an appropriatel value that satisfies~9!,
~10!, or ~11! can be determined.
The main conclusion of this analysis is thatall graphyne
nanotubes have the same band gap, independent of nanotube
diameter and chirality. This unique and interesting feature
could be useful for applications, where single-nanotube-like
optical behavior~absorption, for instance! is needed, but
polydispersity in nanotube type cannot be avoided, or for the
construction of nanoscale electronic circuits in which the
electronic properties should not be strongly influenced by
tube geometry. Moreover, chemical or structural doping
could be used to change this band gap in a controllable and
systematic way.
FIG. 5. Conduction band structure of
some selected armchair GNTs. The
points G[(k50) and X[(k
56p/T) are the center and the ex-
treme points of the first Brillouin zone,
respectively. The corresponding quan-
tization linesl for each band are indi-
cated. The parabolic fitting functions
are shown in dashed lines. Due to the
methodology applied in TB calcula-
tions, the valence band is just the mir-
ror image of the conduction band.
FIG. 6. Conduction band structure of
some selected zigzag GNTs.
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E. Electronic structure of graphyne nanotubes
The GNTs band structures are hence calculated using the
selection rules~5! and ~6!. Figures 5, 6, and 7 present the
band structure for typical armchair, zigzag, and chiral GNTs,
respectively. Typical here means that they represent the gen-
eral aspects predicted for each nanotube type. For example,
Fig. 5 shows different behaviors, at least near to the bottom
of conduction band, for armchair GNTs with even or oddn.
Oddn armchair GNTs@Figs. 5~a! and 5~c!# present only one
band gap point~G point!, while for even-n GNTs @Figs. 5~b!
and 5~d!# we have two band gap points~G andX points!.
Diameter increase@(5,0)→(9,0) and (6,0)→(8,0)] does
not alter this aspect; nevertheless, new bands are expected to
become closer to the bottom of the conduction band as the
nanotube diameter increases. The same behavior is observed
for odd and evenn zigzag GNTs~Fig. 6!.
Chiral GNTs also present the same behavior with respect
to the band gap position, i.e., either it appears atG or at both
G and X points, however, the pattern is different. Figure 8
summarizes the pattern found for the GNTs with respect to
gap position. Although we always have the same band gap
value for GNTs, both effective masses and gap location in
Brillouin zone present different values and aspects. These
features will directly influence the electromechanical cou-
pling of GNTs, as we will see in Sec. IV.
The parabolic approximation for the bottom of the con-
duction bands is quite reasonable until certain energy. This
energy is approximatelyE2EF50.9 eV for armchair and
zigzag GNTs, and smaller for chiral ones. This fact will be
fully exploited in the analysis of charge injection on GNTs in
the next section.
We have determined that, although the band gap is the
same for all graphyne nanotubes, the stress-induced modula-
tion of this band gap is different for each nanotube type.9
While the band gap of a graphyne sheet decreases when ei-
ther tensile or compressive strain is applied, both the direc-
tion and magnitude of strain-induced band gap modulation
for GNTs can depend on tube structure and the direction of
strain. Similarly to semiconducting zigzag CNTs,17 the sign
of d(band gap)/d(strain) on armchair ~zigzag! GNTs
abruptly changes when different selection linesl , corre-
sponding to the band gap value, appear during tensile~com-
pressive! strain application. On the other hand, the band gap
variation under strain on armchair~zigzag! GNTs presents
the samed(band gap)/d(strain) and magnitude for compres-
sive ~tensile! strains, which does not occur for semiconduct-
ing zigzag CNTs.
IV. STUDY OF THE EFFECTS OF CHARGE INJECTION
ON GRAPHYNE NANOTUBES
A. Charge-strain theory
We have investigated the structural changes that occur
when electrons are injected into graphyne tubes. We have
used the same strategy that has been applied to study charge-
FIG. 7. Conduction band structure of
some selected chiral GNTs.
FIG. 8. Gap position on graphyne nanotubes. Either one has the gap occur-
ing only at the pointk50 or at the pointsk50 andk56p/T.
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induced deformations in CNTs. This allows a direct compari-
son between electron charge injection effects in graphyne
and carbon nanotubes.
For investigating the charge injection effects, it will be
convenient to describe the system in a chirality dependent
coordinate system. This new coordinate system is repre-
sented in Fig. 2 and is written as
S ĉt̂ D 5S cosu 2sinusinu cosu D S x̂ŷD , ~13!
whereu is chiral angle andĉ and t̂ are unit vectors parallel to
the CW h andTW vectors, respectively.
A general displacement (dc,dt) of the point (c,t) on the
elastic continuum approximation is determined by18
S dcdt D5S g' h'h i g i D S ct D . ~14!
The macroscopic deformations of the tube, i.e., the lon-
gitudinal (dL/L), transversal (dR/R), and torsional (df l)
strains are determined bydL/L5g i5g01g, dR/R5g'
5g02g, and df l5h/pR. g0 corresponds to isotropic
distortions andg and h (5h i1h') are the components of
the pure shear strain tensor that preserves the volume. The
electromechanical coupling in the nanotube occurs when a
general displacement (dc,dt) is caused by charge injection,
which is translated, through~14!, into a macroscopic defor-
mation.
Analysis of electromechanical coupling for carbon nano-
tubes has been recently described.19–22 We will follow the
same analytical procedure used by Gartsteinet al.20 for car-
bon nanotubes. The approach is to determine the static lattice
distortion patternD that minimizes the total per carbon en-
ergy E of the system
E~D!5U~D!1Eel~D!, ~15!
whereU is elastic potential lattice energy of the neutral sys-
tem andEel is the extra energy ofdn new charges per carbon
added to the system. We have not considered electron-
electron interactions, since we are restricting our calculations
to low electron injection levels. In general, the injection of
dn electrons per carbon in the system changes bond lengths,
CCC bond angles and torsional angles, producing a distor-
tion patternD that minimizesE. The predicted distortion
patternD can be used to derive the longitudinal, transverse,
and torsion strains of the nanotube.
Due to larger number of atoms in the unit cell for GNTs
in comparison to CNTs, we have considered here in this
initial study only the effects of bond-stretching on the elastic
potential lattice energy. Thus,U is composed of terms
Ki d̃ i
2/2, whereKi is the spring constant andd̃ i is the defor-
mation for the bondi .
Charge injection causes mechanical deformations as a
result of electron-lattice interactions. In this study we have
assumed a linear modulation of the hopping integralst by the
bond distances
t5t02ad̃, ~16!
where t0 is the original hopping integral when the bond
length is the equilibrium bond length,a is the electron-
phonon coupling constant~which depends on the bond type!,
and d̃ @5 d̃(dn)# is the bond length deformation.
In order to obtain the dependence of the mechanical re-
sponses~g and h! on the injected charge we have initially
calculated the responses as a function of the bond length
distortion d̃ i j between the atomsi and j . This was done
analyzing the deformation of the graphyne sheet unit cell.
This deformation, represented in Fig. 9, is obtained through







where those variations are given by
dW 15d lW 11d lW 2 , dW 25d lW 11d lW 3 , ~20!
whererW i j are vectors connecting neighbor atoms of the unit
cell ~see Fig. 9 for atom definitions!. Thus, the changes in the
unit cell are expressed in terms ofd̃ i j . Afterwards, thed̃ i j
FIG. 9. Schematic representation of the changes in the graphyne sheet unit
cell. The undeformed unit cell is represented by the gray equilateral triangle.
The atom definitions in the unit cell are also shown.
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are written as a function of the injected charge~obtained
from the total energy minimization!, thereby yielding the
dependence of the macroscopic distortion upon charge
injection.
The distribution of the extra charges was assumed to be
uniform over the lattice sites and the analysis was done for
relatively low temperatures. In this situation the electrons are
distributed in the band states of the lowest available excita-
tion energies.
It is necessary to obtain values for the electron-phonon
coupling constants and the force constants in order to have
estimations of the strains produced by charge injection in
graphyne nanotubes. Since graphyne has not yet been syn-
thesized, we are prevented from using experimentally deter-
mined values for this material. Thus, we adopted the follow-
ing approach for estimating these parameters. The electron-
phonon coupling constants were obtained assuminga
5(dt/dr) r 5r 0, where the hopping integralt is determined
from Hückel theory~see Sec. III A! for the equilibrium dis-
tancesr 0 corresponding tor 051.4, 1.42, and 1.22 Å for the
single, aromatic, and triple bond, respectively. The electron-
phonon coupling constants obtained were~in eV/Å! 5.0, 5.1,
and 6.3 for the single, aromatic, and triple bonds, respec-
tively.
Force constants for the single, aromatic, and triple bonds
for the graphyne structure were estimated using experimental
values of vibrational frequencies for model compounds. The
force constants considered were~in eV/Å2): KS536
~single!, KA542 ~aromatic!, andKT598 ~triple!. This value
of KS was adopted from the force field of polyacetylene.
23
The value forKA is the average between the butadiene value
~33.9! ~Ref. 23! and the value corresponding to the double
bond vibration frequency 1498 cm21 ~49.6! obtained by
Mitra et al. for polydiacetylenes.24 Finally, KT is obtained
from the vibrational frequency 2104 cm21 of the triple
bond24 in polydiacetylenes.
As we mentioned before, the parabolic approximation
for the band structure of graphyne nanotubes is reasonable
for energies lower thanEc5«(k)2EF (Ec.0.9 eV for arm-
chair and zigzag GNTs!. Thus, we can write the dispersion





where«0 j is the band minimum,mj the effective mass, andd
represents the average bond variation when strain is applied.
The use of an analytical parabolic expression, rather than the
energies obtained from TB calculations, for the bottom of the
conduction band facilitates the calculation of the charge in-
jection effects. In this sense, the effective mass term, which
appears in Eq.~21! is simply associated with the parabolic
fitting of the dispersion relations. In principle, both«0 j and
mj could be affected in this approximation by electron-lattice
coupling. First, we analyze the band minimum. For the state
c j associated with the band minimum«0 j5^c j uHuc j& we
have
FIG. 10. Bonding/antibonding representation obtained from the sign of the
coefficients calculated for theM1 point. The arrows indicate the atom
movements~bond deformations! when one electron occupies theM1 point
state.
FIG. 11. Band structure~1st Brillouin
zone! and density of states~DOS! for
~5,0! and ~9,0! armchair GNTs. The
gray area over the DOS curve repre-
sents band filling for a total injected
change concentration ofdn51%.
Higher energy bands are reached at
lower degrees of charge injection for
larger diameter nanotubes.
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( j )tb , ~22!
wheret15tAB ,t25tCD ,... are thehopping integrals for the
undeformed system and the summation is over all bonds in
the graphyne sheet unit cell. Using the linear modulation of
the hopping integrals, we can write the change of«0 j as




( j )d̃b , ~23!
where ab are the electron-phonon coupling constants. The
coefficientscb
( j ) are associated with the bond character: posi-
tive ~negative! values indicate bonding~antibonding! prop-
erty. In order to illustrate the information, that is, carried by
the coefficientscb
( j ) , Fig. 10 shows the bonding/antibonding
character for the state associated with theM1 point. The
picture for the other points (M3,M5) can be obtained from
appropriatep/3 rotation. This representation is very useful
because the selection lines for all GNTs always cross one of
these points.
The effective mass is the second quantity that can be
corrected by electron-lattice coupling. For low values of
charge (dn!1) changes in the effective mass term can be
neglected in comparison to those from the band minimum,
since the former term contributes as;dn3 and the latter one
as;dn. Nevertheless, above some critical concentrationdñ
both effects become comparable. Estimations for this con-
centration have been made and have yielded values&1%
per band. The parabolic approximation restriction throughEc
establishes a limiting value on the total injected charge con-
centration. Usual values oftotal charge concentration, where
the parabolic approximation is reasonable are;1% for the
GNTs considered here. This allows us to neglect the modu-
lation of effective mass by electron-lattice coupling for
charge-strain calculations since, for these injection levels,dñ
is not reached. Thus, only the band minimum modulation
was considered in this work.
B. Results
The resulting expressions for the macroscopic deforma-
tions are
3ag05A,
3ag5B cos 2u1C sin 2u, ~24!
3ah5C cos 2u2B sin 2u,
where
2A52~dW 11dW 2!• x̂1)~dW 12dW 2!• ŷ,
B5~dW 11dW 2!• x̂1)~dW 12dW 2!• ŷ, ~25!
C5)~dW 12dW 2!• x̂2~dW 11dW 2!• ŷ.
These expressions are invariant with respect to rotationu
→u12p/3 as one should expect from the symmetry of the
system.25
FIG. 12. Band structure and DOS for
~4,4! and ~5,5! zigzag GNTs. The
graphs represent the difference be-
tween the case of even and oddn zig-
zag GNTs.
FIG. 13. Longitudinal response for some selected armchair GNTs as a func-
tion of the charge injection level. Slope changes occur when higher energy
bands begin to be filled.
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First, with ~24! and ~25! we have obtained the depen-
dence of macroscopic deformations on charge injection for
the graphyne sheet. In this case we have also assumed that
only the band minimum is affected by charge injection so we
will be seeing the linear effects ofdn. For low concentration
of injected charge (,1%) these are most important and only




which means that only a small contraction results from
charge injection.
For graphyne nanotubes, in contrast with the case for the
graphyne sheet, we will see the contribution of higher energy
bands on the mechanical responses of the system to charge
injection. This happens because, within the limit provided by
the parabolic approximation, the band minima of those bands
begin to be reached. This is an important effect that dramati-
cally changes the electromechanical responses, since differ-
ent charge concentrations must be reached to observe the
effect for different nanotubes. Figures 11 and 12 illustrate
this aspect through representation of the density of states and
band structure for some armchair and zigzag GNTs.
Figure 13 shows the longitudinal strains resulting from
charge injection for some armchair GNTs. For comparison,
the graphyne sheet results are also shown. Changes in curve
slopes, corresponding to dramatic change in the mechanical
response of the GNTs are caused by reaching higher energy
bands during charge injection. The same type of behavior is
predicted for usual carbon nanotubes.20 Completely different
responses are predicted for different armchair GNTs, particu-
larly for odd and evenn armchair tubes. For instance, the
~5,0! GNT presents an initial longitudinal length contraction
~decrease of longitudinal strain! followed by an expansion
whendn reaches>0.6%, while the~6,0! GNT presents only
a contraction for the analyzed range.
The results for zigzag GNTs are shown in Fig. 14. As in
the armchair GNTs case, differences between odd and evenn
can also be seen. Similarly to CNTs20 the strain response in
the tubes due to charge injection ‘‘fluctuates’’ around the
graphyne sheet behavior. These fluctuations tend to be
smaller, approaching the graphyne sheet response when the
tube diameter increases. Charge injection in armchair and
zigzag GNTs does not result in torsional strain, and this ab-
sence of torsion is expected from the symmetry of the bands/
tubes. Figure 15 shows the results for some chiral GNTs. For
these tubes, lower degrees of injected charge could be inves-
FIG. 14. Mechanical responses for some selected zigzag GNTs as a function
of charge injection level.
FIG. 15. Mechanical responses for
some selected chiral GNTs as a func-
tion of charge injection level.
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tigated because of a more limited range of validity of the
parabolic approximation. Although qualitatively similar be-
haviors are predicted for graphene and graphyne based nano-
tubes, some differences are seen in the magnitude of charge-
induced mechanical deformations. It is important to point out
that these magnitudes depend on the choice of the values of
electron-phonon and spring constants~a andK). The values
of these quantities, and consequently the predictions, can be
improved after these structures are synthesized and charac-
terized. Using the present approximations and parameters,
the longitudinal, transverse, and torsional strains caused by
charge injection for GNTs are generally smaller than the ones
predicted by Gartsteinet al.20 for CNTs.
V. CONCLUSIONS
The electromechanical responses of graphyne nanotubes
to charge injection were predicted using tight-binding calcu-
lations. The graphyne sheet and nanotubes provide semicon-
ducting behavior. In particular, we found that all graphyne
nanotubes have the same band gap, independent of nanotube
diameter and chirality. Low amounts of electron injection are
predicted to cause qualitatively different responses for arm-
chair and zigzag graphyne nanotubes. Although the behavior
is qualitatively similar to the usual carbon nanotubes, the
charge-induced strains are predicted to be smaller for the
GNTs than for ordinary single walled CNTs.
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